WELCOME TO THE 2019/20 IRISH LAW AND TAX CATALOGUE.

We began 2019 with the publication of a group of titles that hint at the range of practice areas we are now covering. Farrell, Residential Tenancies; O’Connor, National Security Law and the second edition of Twomey on Partnership (edited by Maedhbh Clancy) have set the tone for what promises to be another busy year for our law list.

We are publishing in a wider than ever range of areas and a greater variety of formats in response to both changes in the law and our customers’ needs. New titles due to publish this year include O’Doherty, Internet Law; Mair, Cahill & Reilly, International Commercial Arbitration and Smyth and Breen, Law of Charities. We are also delighted to be publishing a new book for practitioners in Northern Ireland which deals with land law in the jurisdiction. Northern Irish Land Law will be written by Dr Heather Conway and is due shortly before Christmas.

In addition, we are publishing new editions of the following well established and highly regarded titles: Wylie and Woods, Irish Conveyancing Law; Andrews, Woods on Liquor Licensing Law; Johnston and Beausang, Banking and Security Law in Ireland and McGowan-Smyth et al, Irish Companies Secretary’s Handbook. Most of these books will also be made available on BPrO (www.bloomsburyprofessionalonline).

On January 1st of this year, we were proud to add Murdoch and Hunt’s Encyclopedia of Irish Law to BPrO and it is now available exclusively from Bloomsbury Professional. This really is the gold standard in Irish legal reference works so please do contact us and take a trial. Further information on this peerless resource, and on our other products, can be found here: www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

This summer we are delighted to be publishing our eagerly-awaited new commentary on CGT, Irish Capital Gains Tax 2019. This book has been written by Deloitte’s Tom Maguire who took over as the author of Irish Income Tax (still known to many of you as “Judge”) in 2016. This book will make a fine addition to any tax practitioner’s library as well as to BPrO’s Irish Tax service.

We now have a range of tax products that are available only in online format. They include: Tax Acts, VAT Acts, Capital Acquisitions Tax Guide, Capital Gains Tax Guide and the Employer’s PAYE/PRSI Guide. This year we have enhanced these products with the addition of features like the Further Reading Section (VAT Acts) and thousands more internal links (over 18,000 additional links in Tax Acts alone!).

Please don’t hesitate to contact me, or any of the Bloomsbury Professional team in our Dublin office, if you would like more information on any of our titles. We would particularly like to hear from you if you have feedback or suggestions about how we can better meet your information needs.

Sandra Mulvey, General Manager (Ireland)
sandra.mulvey@bloomsbury.com
Dear colleague

This year we have created separate catalogues for each of our four main businesses: Law; Tax and Accounting; Ireland and Scotland.

Within each you will find plenty of well-established and industry-leading titles as well as many new and exciting publications that we are delighted to bring to the market.

Unlike some of our competitors, our titles are written by practitioners: people dealing with clients every day and applying the latest regulation to resolve real issues.

In today’s uncertain climate it is important that the advice you give to your own clients is clear and practical: our titles help you to achieve that goal.

2019 sees us continue to develop our online services across the portfolio and if you have not already taken a look or trialled our online services I would urge you to do so. All four businesses have their own bespoke online services which can be scaled up from one to 1,000+ users.

Our publishing programme is constantly evolving and what you see within these pages is a snapshot of what is available in Spring 2019. To ensure you receive the very latest information on our titles and their availability you can sign up to a number of social media services via our website at www.bloomsburyprofessional.com/ie/.

I hope you enjoy perusing the catalogue.

Greg Kilminster
Managing Director

HOW TO ORDER

Email: bpireland@bloomsbury.com
Tel: +44 (0) 1444 416119
Web: www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

For Trade Orders:
Email: sales@gill.ie
Tel: +353 (0) 15009500

For any other queries please contact our customer services team who will do all they can to help:

Bloomsbury Professional
41-43 Boltrro Road
Haywards Heath
West Sussex
RH16 1BJ
Tel: 01444 416119
Email: customerservices@bloomsburyprofessional.com

Please note all prices and forthcoming publication dates are approximate only and subject to change
For details of our postage and packaging policy please see our website at www.bloomsburyprofessional.com
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WELCOME TO THE BLOOMSBURY PROFESSIONAL ONLINE SECTION OF THE 2019 CATALOGUE

Someone asked me the other day what I thought the most important trend in publishing had been over the last few years. So far as online is concerned, it was an easy question to answer. Undoubtedly the most notable trend over the last few years has been that more and more users are searching for and reading professional information on their smartphones.

Let me say from the outset that, as someone who was born in the middle of the last century, I still tend to think of the telephone, mobile or otherwise, as a device for making and receiving phone calls. In that, as in so many other respects, I am completely wrong, of course. A modern smartphone is as powerful as a desktop computer and, in this age of ultra high res screens, may even provide a better reading experience, even for these tired old eyes. I can still hear myself pontificating to some poor unfortunate a few years ago that I would never read a book on a mobile phone, the very idea was ridiculous. But here we are a few years later, and now my phone is my primary platform for reading, news, YouTube, LinkedIn and so on.

So, for readers who have yet to try Bloomsbury Professional’s online services on their mobile, I commend it to your attention. The mobile site is at the same location as the desktop version (www.bloomsburyprofessionalonline.com) and your current username and password will work there too. Obviously, on a palm-sized device we have to change the user interface a bit so you may find it somewhat unfamiliar at first, but the search box is still there at the top right of the screen and you should find the search speed whether on wi-fi or a decent mobile signal just as fast as the desktop site.

I suppose a perfectly valid question would be why would anyone want to read professional information on their phone? Many of us spend the greater part of the day at desks looking at computer screens which deliver some kind of information, verbal or numeric, to our aching eyes and minds. Why continue to read that stuff when you’re on the train, or in the bath, or out and about at any of those places where you might use your phone? I will duck answering the question directly but refer instead to a testimonial video that Colin Corrigan of Corrigan & Co made for our users in ICAEW regulated firms. Colin makes the point in the film that since the Bloomsbury Professional service had been made available to his firm, there had been a general rise in interest and learning across his users as they became more adept at finding answers for themselves. That was an extremely gratifying thing to hear. Some might say that one of the signs of a good reference work is the extent to which it catches your eye with something interesting unrelated to your original query. Whether it’s the copyright status of a certain kind of popular plastic shoe or whether or not it is possible to reclaim input tax on a wig (clue: search for “wild man”) those idle moments, waiting for a bus, or a friend, or just a break in the weather, may be enjoyably and divertingly spent on your mobile, reading the expert guidance on a myriad of technical subjects from Bloomsbury Professional’s unrivalled team of authors.

Steve Savory
Director of Product Management
Bloomsbury Professional Online gives you unlimited access to our books, looseleafs and journals across our 9 practice areas at Bloomsbury Professional Ireland.

With access to leading titles in each area, written by respected authors in their field, you’ll have up-to-date legal and tax commentary and analysis from our books, looseleafs and journals, alongside updates in cases, legislation and precedents.

Our online service enables you to subscribe to only the practice areas you need, making it easier to keep your library up-to-date. Plus, you can easily edit and share the information you need with your colleagues, for free.

• Bespoke packages to meet your business needs.
• Trusted content from respected texts and leading authors.
• Regularly updated and integrated with consolidated tax legislation.
Intellectual Property and IT Law

Users also benefit from our monthly Intellectual Property and IT Law Update, written by technology law expert David Cullen of William Fry.

Table of Contents

• Business, the Internet and the Law
• E-Commerce and Convergence: A Guide to the Law of Digital Media
• E-contracts
• EU Data Protection Law
• Gringras: The Laws of the Internet
• A Guide to Trade Mark Law and Practice in Ireland
• Information Technology and Intellectual Property Law
• Information Technology Law in Ireland
• Intellectual Property and IT Law Update
• Intellectual Property Law in Ireland
• International Handbook of Social Media Laws
• Irish Copyright and Design Law
• Negotiating Software Contracts
• Privacy and Data Protection Law in Ireland
• A User’s Guide to Patents

Irish Civil Litigation

Users also benefit from our monthly Irish Civil Litigation Update, edited by Martin Hayden SC and authored by Roland Rowan BL, Hugh Good BL and Colm Scott-Byrne BL. This practitioner-focused service provides subscribers with easily accessible updates and case notes on a monthly basis.

Table of Contents

• Ancillary Discovery
• Constitutional Law of Ireland
• Contract Law
• Court Applications under the Companies Acts
• Irish Civil Litigation Update
• The Irish Statute Book: A Guide to Irish Legislation
• Kelly: The Irish Constitution
• Judicial Review
• Law of Torts
• The Law on Res Judicata and Double Jeopardy
• Legal Professional Privilege
• Mareva Injunctions and Related Interlocutory Orders
• The MIBI Agreements and the Law
• Practice and Procedure in the Superior Courts
• Specific Performance in Ireland
• Statutory Interpretation in Ireland
• Summary Judgment in Ireland: Principles and Defences
Irish Company Law

Users also benefit from our monthly Irish Company Law Update which provides subscribers with monthly, up-to-date insights into contemporary and emerging issues in company law.

**Table of Contents**

- Bloomsbury Professional’s Company Law Guide 2017
- Buying and Selling Insolvent Companies and Businesses in Ireland
- Companies Acts 1963–2012
- Company Law: Compliance and Enforcement
- Corporate Crime
- Corporate Insolvency and Rescue
- Court Applications under the Companies Acts
- Guide to the Companies Act 2014
- Irish Company Law Update
- Irish Company Secretary’s Handbook
- Keane on Company Law
- The Law of Companies
- National Asset Management Agency Act 2009: Annotations and Commentary

Irish Criminal Law

Users also benefit from our monthly Irish Criminal Law Update, authored by Edward Doocey BL and Ciara Hallinan.

**Table of Contents**

- Corporate Crime
- Courtney: Criminal Liability under Company Law
- Criminal Law
- Criminal Law Practice and Procedure in the Superior Courts
- Criminal Legislation in Ireland
- Drug Offences in Ireland
- Evidence in Criminal Trials
- Evidentiary Foundations: Irish Edition
- Intellectual Property Law – Criminal Offences
- Irish Criminal Law Update
- Judicial Review
- Law of Evidence in Ireland
- The Law on Res Judicata and Double Jeopardy
- Local Authority Enforcement
- Misuse of Drugs: Criminal Offences and Penalties
- Police Powers in Ireland
- Prison Law
- Revenue Investigations and Enforcement
- Road Traffic Law Handbook
- 1961–2017 Road Traffic Legislation
- Scientific Evidence: Fingerprints and DNA
**Irish Employment Law**

Users also benefit from our monthly Irish Employment Law Update, authored by Tara Murphy BL. These updates provide subscribers with targeted insights into contemporary and emerging issues in employment law, including reports on Irish and ECJ jurisprudence.

**Table of Contents**

- Irish Employment Law
- Arthur Cox Employment Law Yearbook 2018
- Arthur Cox Employment Law Yearbook 2017
- Arthur Cox Employment Law Yearbook 2016
- Arthur Cox Employment Law Yearbook 2015
- Arthur Cox Employment Law Yearbook 2014
- Arthur Cox Employment Law Yearbook 2013
- Arthur Cox Employment Law Yearbook 2012
- Arthur Cox Employment Law Yearbook 2011
- Civil Service Regulation
- Disciplinary Procedures in the Statutory Professions
- Employer’s PAYE/PRSI Guide: 2019
- Employment Law
- Equality Law in the Workplace
- Irish Employment Law Update
- Irish Employment Legislation
- Redmond on Dismissal Law
- Strikes: An Essential Guide to Industrial Action and the Law
- Termination of Employment: A Practical Guide for Employers

**Irish Planning Law**

Unlimited access to our industry-focused range of planning law guidebooks which have been designed to provide practitioners with the tools they need to run a busy planning law practice.

**Table of Contents**

- Irish Planning Law and Practice
- Irish Planning Law Cases
- Irish Planning Law Legislation
Irish Property Law

Users also benefit from our monthly Irish Property Law Update, edited by renowned subject expert JCW Wylie. Designed with conveyancing practitioners in mind, this feature provides subscribers with consolidated monthly case reports, practice guidelines and other useful insights.

Table of Contents

- A Casebook on Equity and Trusts in Ireland
- Co-Ownership of Land: Partition Actions and Remedies
- Compulsory Purchase and Compensation in Ireland: Law and Practice
- Equity and the Law of Trusts in Ireland
- Intangible Property Rights in Ireland
- Investigating Unregistered Title
- Irish Conveyancing Law
- Irish Conveyancing Precedents
- Irish Conveyancing Statutes
- Irish Land Law
- Irish Landlord and Tenant Acts: Annotations, Commentary and Precedents
- Irish Property Law Update
- Irish Stamp Duty Law
- The Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Act 2009: Annotations and Commentary
- Landlord and Tenant Law
- The Law and Taxation of Trusts
- National Asset Management Agency Act 2009: Annotations and Commentary
- Registration of Deeds and Title in Ireland
- Residential Tenancies
- Specific Performance in Ireland
- VAT on Property – Made Simple, 2nd edition
Irish Tax

Users also benefit from our quarterly Irish Tax Update, written by leading tax law expert, James Hughes of Moore Stephens. Each update contains commentary on relevant case law, legislation and Revenue guidelines.

Table of Contents

- Irish Tax
- Bohan and McCarthy: Capital Acquisitions Tax
- Capital Acquisitions Tax Guide: 2019
- Capital Tax Acts 2019
- CGT Guide 2019
- Employer’s PAYE/PRSI Guide: 2019
- Irish Income Tax 2019
- Irish Stamp Duty Law
- Irish Tax Reports 2017
- Irish Tax Reports 2016
- Irish Tax Reports 2014–15
- Irish Tax Reports 2013
- Irish Tax Reports 2012
- Irish Tax Reports 2011
- Irish Tax Reports 2010
- Irish Tax Reports 2009
- Irish Tax Reports 2008
- Irish Tax Reports 2007
- Irish Tax Reports 2006
- Irish Tax Reports (VI) 1998–2005
- Irish Tax Reports (V) 1994–1997
- Irish Tax Reports (IV) 1988–1993
- Irish Tax Reports (III) 1978–1987
- Irish Tax Reports (II) 1944–1977
- Irish Tax Reports (I) 1922–1943
- Irish Tax Treaties 2011/12
- Irish Tax Update
- The Law and Taxation of Trusts
- Tax Acts: 2019
- Tax Guide: 2015
- Taxation in the Republic of Ireland: 2013
- Feeney: Taxation of Companies 2019
- Taxation of Company Reorganisations in Ireland
- VAT Acts: 2018
- VAT on Property – Made Simple, 2nd edition
Irish Wills and Probate Law

Users also benefit from our quarterly Irish Wills and Probate Law Update, written by expert succession practitioners, Brian Spierin SC and Stephen Spierin BL. Each update contains commentary on recent case law and legislation relevant to probate practitioners.

Table of Contents

- Irish Wills and Probate
- Bohan and McCarthy: Capital Acquisitions Tax
- Buckley: Capital Acquisitions Tax: 2019
- Buckley, Conroy and O’Neill: Specific Performance and Succession
- Capital Acquisitions Tax Guide: 2019
- Conway: Severance of Joint Tenancies: (Ireland and Northern Ireland)

Murdoch and Hunt’s Encyclopedia of Irish Law

For over thirty years, Murdoch and Hunt has been the gold standard in legal language. Indeed, this seminal text carries the distinction of being the only Irish legal reference book ever to be mentioned in a Supreme Court judgment. This new and improved online version will be fully interactive, inter-linked and searchable – making it the ideal starting point for legal research. Moreover, all definitions will be regularly reviewed and updated to take stock of legal developments, including both case law and legislation.
I’m looking for a precedent for a lease agreement with guarantee. Have you got one?

1

Precedent: Agreement for lease with guarantee
Irish Conveyancing Precedents

Got it!
Philip Brennan
9781784514624
Feb-17 | Paperback | 2592pp
€65 / £50
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

VALUE ADDED TAX

VAT Acts 2017
Pat Kennedy
9781784514631
Feb-17 | Paperback | 2528pp
€125 / £96
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

INCOME TAX

Irish Income Tax 2019 NEW EDITION
Tom Maguire
“The bible of Irish income tax ...” Irish Independent, 28 January 2018. Indispensable in practice, it will help you apply the relevant legislation with ease and precision and is updated to Finance Act 2018. It endeavours to provide a complete analysis of the principles and practice of income tax in Ireland. The system and rules contained in the Tax Acts are complex and often cause difficulty of interpretation, even for those very familiar with them. With this in mind they have been laid out clearly as possible, using straightforward language. It provides solutions to the more difficult and complex issues through explanation of technical points and placing the points in the context of a scenario or narrative.

Tom Maguire is a Tax Partner in Deloitte and leads its tax policy and technical services team.
9781526506962
May-19 | Hardback | 2528pp | £225 / £170
Readership: Tax practitioners, accountants and tax lawyers
Jurisdiction: Ireland

STAMP DUTY

Irish Stamp Duty Law
Fifth Edition
David Donegan, Raymond Friel and Amanda-Jayne Comyn
9781847662583
Jul-09 | Hardback | 744pp
€215 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

TAX TREATIES AND INTERNATIONAL TAX

Irish Tax Treaties 2011/12
Mary Walsh
9781847669339
Nov-11 | Paperback | 2100pp
€185 / £142
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Irish Independent, 28 January 2018.
ARBITRATION AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION

International Commercial Arbitration Law NEW TITLE
Patrick Mair, Louise Reilly and Gillian Cahill
A comprehensive guide to the area of arbitration following the Arbitration Act 2010.
Includes the following: an explanation of the law, clearly setting out the principles that apply to arbitrations highlighting the differences between the law and the litigation process; a thorough examination of relevant case law; a guide to international arbitration law as expressed in the UNCITRAL model.

Mediation Law NEW TITLE
Penny McRedmond
Explains the relationship between the Mediation Act and the civil justice system with a detailed look at the relevant Rules of Court their interaction with the Act and application by the Courts.
It examines a number of statutory procedures that fall outside the Mediation Act, giving a convenient, easily assessable description of the mediation processes under the following: Workplace Relations Act 2015; The Residential Tenancies Act 2004; The Disability Act 2005; The Multi-Unit Developments Act 2011; The Civil Liability and Courts Act 2004; The Financial and Pensions Ombudsman Act 2017.

BANKING AND COMMERCIAL LAW

Arthur Cox Irish Banking Law Handbook
Orla O’Connor and William Johnston

Banking and Security Law in Ireland NEW EDITION
Second Edition
William Johnston and Nora Beausang
The eagerly-awaited new edition provides a comprehensive update on the law in practice and the pitfalls involved in taking security over land, machinery, agricultural assets, shares, debts, deposits and their registration. Updated case law and legislation governing the relationship of banker and customer, bank confidentiality, facility letters, the enforcement of guarantees, payment demands and the avoidance of guarantees and security are also covered. It also provides an extensive, practical and in-depth guide on the current labyrinthine regulatory regime relating to consumer credit and consumer protection generally, including the Consumer Credit Act, the EU Consumer Credit Regulations, the EU Mortgage Credit Regulations and the Consumer Protection Code.

Commercial and Consumer Law
Patrick O’Reilly
Covers consumer law initiatives based on EU directives, plus significant commercial case law. It outlines the emergence of and variety in regulation regimes and deals with insolvency rules in Ireland as well as the credit union sector.

Commercial Law NEW EDITION
Fourth Edition
Michael Forde
Covers consumer law initiatives based on EU directives, plus significant commercial case law. It outlines the emergence of and variety in regulation regimes and deals with insolvency rules in Ireland as well as the credit union sector.

Readership: Barristers, solicitors, in-house counsel, compliance officers, bankers and financial regulators, consumer advocacy groups, academics in the field of banking law and security law, accountants in the field of regulatory risk and compliance

Readership: Barristers, solicitors, commercial law firms and students

Jurisdiction: Ireland

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
The National Asset Management Agency Act 2009: Annotations and Commentary
Hugh B Byrne and Louis McEntagart
9781847665041
Jun-10 | Paperback | 546pp
€165 / £127
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Companies Act 2014
Lyndon Mac Cann and Thomas B. Courtney
Contains the Companies Act 2014 together with related legislation. The legislation is fully consolidated with inclusive commentary on each section.
Companies Act 2014 represents the most significant reform in Irish corporate law in two generations, comprising 25 Parts, 1,448 sections and 17 Schedules. The Act repeals in full some 32 enactments (17 statutes and 15 statutory instruments), restating much of that law into a group structure as well as amending other provisions, and codifying judicial developments in certain areas.
The 2014 Act represents the modern statement of the law applicable to the formation of companies, administration and management to their winding-up and dissolution, incorporating the rights and duties of their officers, members and creditors.
Lyndon Mac Cann BA(Mod), M Litt, SC is one of Ireland’s leading company law barristers and Dr Thomas B. Courtney BA, LLB, LLD is Head of the Company Compliance and Governance Practice and a Partner in the Corporate Group of Arthur Cox.
9781780438559
Oct-20 | Paperback | 1750pp
€225 / £150
Readership: Company law practitioners, law students, judges and accountants
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Companies Act 2014: 2018 Edition
The only fully consolidated, single-volume, hard-copy edition of this Act. This new edition is updated to account for all changes to it including the Companies (Statutory Audits) Act 2018, which makes over 50 significant changes to the 2014 Act, most of which relate to the statutory audits of annual accounts and consolidated accounts.
9781526509222
Jan-19 | Paperback | 1384pp
€99 / £79.99
Readership: Company law students, solicitors, barristers, accountants
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Charities
Law of Charities in Ireland
Oonagh Breen and Philip Smith
As well as fully outlining the legislation, including detailed coverage of the Charities Act 2009, this handbook considers the life cycle of a charity in Ireland: from its creation and registration to its governance and reporting obligations right through to its relations with other charities, at home or abroad, and the demise or dissolution of a charity. Examining the role of the charity trustee in both corporate and unincorporated charities, it details the key relationships with relevant statutory agencies from the Charities Regulator through to Revenue and the Companies Registration Office. Setting out for the first time the practical issues facing charities operating in Ireland, this handbook is vital for any person concerned with the regulation of charities in this jurisdiction.
Dr Oonagh Breen is a lecturer at University College Dublin. Philip Smith is a Partner in Arthur Cox Solicitors and is an expert in pensions and charity law.
9781847663252
Apr-19 | Paperback | 504pp
€175 / £135
Readership: Charity lawyers, tax lawyers, general practitioners
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Companies Law: Compliance and Enforcement
Nessa Cahill
9781845921057
Jan-08 | Hardback | 1180pp
€205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Court Applications under the Companies Acts
Mahmud Samad
9781780432229
Oct-13 | Hardback | 1422pp
€205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Companies Act 2014
NEW TITLE
Lyndon Mac Cann and Thomas B. Courtney
Contains the Companies Act 2014 together with related legislation. The legislation is fully consolidated with inclusive commentary on each section.
Companies Act 2014 represents the most significant reform in Irish corporate law in two generations, comprising 25 Parts, 1,448 sections and 17 Schedules. The Act repeals in full some 32 enactments (17 statutes and 15 statutory instruments), restating much of that law into a group structure as well as amending other provisions, and codifying judicial developments in certain areas.
The 2014 Act represents the modern statement of the law applicable to the formation of companies, administration and management to their winding-up and dissolution, incorporating the rights and duties of their officers, members and creditors.
Lyndon Mac Cann BA(Mod), M Litt, SC is one of Ireland’s leading company law barristers and Dr Thomas B. Courtney BA, LLB, LLD is Head of the Company Compliance and Governance Practice and a Partner in the Corporate Group of Arthur Cox.
9781780438559
Oct-20 | Paperback | 1750pp
€225 / £150
Readership: Company law practitioners, law students, judges and accountants
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Companies Act 2014: 2018 Edition
NEW EDITION
Bloomsbury Professional
The only fully consolidated, single-volume, hard-copy edition of this Act. This new edition is updated to account for all changes to it including the Companies (Statutory Audits) Act 2018, which makes over 50 significant changes to the 2014 Act, most of which relate to the statutory audits of annual accounts and consolidated accounts.
9781526509222
Jan-19 | Paperback | 1384pp
€99 / £79.99
Readership: Company law students, solicitors, barristers, accountants
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Bloomsbury Professional’s Company Law Guide 2017
Thomas B. Courtney and Úna Curtis
9781526505248
Oct-17 | Paperback | 384pp
€170 / £127
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Company Law: Compliance and Enforcement
Nessa Cahill
9781845921057
Jan-08 | Hardback | 1180pp
€205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Court Applications under the Companies Acts
Mahmud Samad
9781780432229
Oct-13 | Hardback | 1422pp
€205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
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Irish Company Law

See page 6 for more information

Irish Company Secretary’s Handbook

NEW EDITION

Second Edition

Jacqueline McGowan-Smyth, Eleanor Daly and James Heary

Examines the company secretarial requirements contained in the Companies Acts and relevant EU regulations. It includes useful chapters on all areas of company secretarial practice, including annual returns, directors’ and auditors’ responsibilities as well as statutory disclosure requirements. It gives a clear explanation of the many day-to-day functions of a company secretary along with a large number of up-to-date precedents, practical checklists, step-by-step instructions and best practice guidelines.

It also covers developments that have affected company secretarial practice and procedure, such as from the Companies Act 2014. It is accompanied by online access to all precedents that appear in the book.

Jacqueline McGowan-Smyth is a former Director of the Company Compliance and Governance Group at Arthur Cox Solicitors. Eleanor Daly is General Counsel with Fexco, and James Heary is Manager of the Company Compliance and Governance Group at Arthur Cox Solicitors.

Irish Takeover Legislation

NEW EDITION

Second Edition

Justin McKenna

A compendium of legislation regulating the takeovers of public companies in Ireland. It provides commentary outlining the application and operation of the Irish Takeover Rules and identifies other legal issues relevant to takeovers in Ireland.

Justin McKenna is partner in the Corporate Department of Mason, Hayes + Curran. He specialises in corporate finance, mergers and acquisitions and private equity transactions.

Irish Law

The Law of Companies

Fourth Edition

Thomas B. Courtney

9781780438405

Oct-16 | Hardback | 294pp | £275 / €367

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Tables of Destination and Origin: Companies Act 2014

9781784511906

Jan-16 | Paperback | 576pp

€65 / £44.99

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Twomey on Partnership

NEW EDITION

Second Edition

Michael Twomey

Editor: Maedhbh Clancy

Includes practitioner-focused chapters on disputes between partners, litigation by and against partnerships and a commentary on each of the clauses of a typical partnership agreement. Few areas of law are as similar throughout the common law world as partnership law. This important book analyses not only Irish, English and Scottish partnership cases, but also the rich vein of partnership cases to be found in other common law jurisdictions, and explains how these cases impact upon Irish law.

Key Irish cases covered include McAleenan v AIG, Harris v Quigley and Cronin v Kehoe. It also includes analysis of any foreign (particularly English) cases of particular relevance, and covers the Legal Services Regulation Act 2015 and its provisions on partnerships, including limited liability partnerships.

Michael Twomey is Ireland’s leading authority on partnership law. He worked as a solicitor for 25 years before being appointed a Judge of the High Court in 2015. He previously lectured in Trinity College and the Law Society of Ireland.

Maedhbh Clancy qualified as a solicitor in 2001, and is a senior lawyer with Arthur Cox, working as the Professional Support Lawyer for its Finance Group.

Keane on Company Law

Fifth Edition

Brian Hutchinson

9781780435428

Nov-16 | Hardback | 896pp | €195 / £150

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

COMPETITION LAW

Competition Law: A Practitioner’s Guide

Nathy Dunleavy

9781847666871

Dec-10 | Hardback + CD-ROM | 954pp

€205 / £158 + VAT

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
CONSTITUTIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

The Constitution of Ireland: Perspectives and Prospects
Eoin Carolan
9781780431383
Dec-12 | Paperback | 526pp
€190 / £142
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Constitutional Law of Ireland
Third Edition
Michael Forde and David Leonard
9781847667380
Oct-13 | Hardback | 1096pp
€205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Electoral Law in Ireland
Jennifer Kavanagh
9781780438139
Dec-15 | Paperback | 256pp
€165 / £123
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Irish Statute Book: A Guide to Irish Legislation
Brian Hunt with Francis Bennion
9781904480563
Mar-07 | Hardback | 447pp
€205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Judicial Review
Third Edition
Mark de Blacam
9781780437026
Feb-17 | Hardback | 1248pp
€270 / £204
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Kelly: The Irish Constitution
Fifth Edition
Gerard Hogan, Gerry Whyte, David Kenny and Rachael Walsh
This is the latest edition of the late J M Kelly’s seminal work, recognised as the authoritative and definitive commentary on Ireland’s fundamental law, providing a detailed guide to the structure of the Irish Constitution. Each Article is set out in full, in English and Irish, and examined in detail, with reference to all the leading Irish and international case law. It is essential reading for all who require knowledge of the Irish legal system and will prove a vital resource to legal professionals, students and scholars of constitutional and comparative law.

Gerard Hogan is an Advocate General at the CJEU. Gerry Whyte is a professor in Trinity Law School. David Kenny and Rachael Walsh are assistant professors in Trinity Law School.
9781784516666
Oct-18 | Hardback | 3072pp
€325 / £250
Readership: Legal professionals, both barristers and solicitors, students and academics
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Regulatory Law in Ireland
David Hodnett and Niamh Connery
9781847662545
Feb-09 | Hardback | 640pp
€205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Statutory Interpretation in Ireland
David Dodd BL
Consultant Editor: Michael Cush SC
9781845921583
Feb-08 | Hardback | 464pp
€205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
The Triangular Constitution

Tom Flynn

A highly original work of constitutional theory arguing that all Member States in the EU have a 'triangular constitution', operating between themselves, the EU and the ECHR. Drawing on a case-study of Ireland, it shows that constitutional pluralism does not give rise to universal constitutional norms, but instead that each triangular constitution operates within its own jurisdictionally specific norms.

Tom Flynn is a Lecturer in the School of Law at the University of Essex.

9781509916160

May-19 | Hardback | 264pp | £70

Readership: Constitutional scholars, particularly those with an interest in theory, Ireland, the EU or the ECHR

Jurisdiction: Ireland

To order please visit www.bloomsburyprofessional.com/uk/hart

Irish Conveyancing Law

Fourth Edition

J C W Wylie and Una Woods

This is the essential guide to conveyancing law and practice, which is frequently cited with approval by the Irish courts. The authors have undertaken substantial re-writing and re-structuring to reflect changes which have occurred since the last edition. Some derive from legislation like the Registration of Deeds and Title Act 2006, the Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Acts 2009 and 2013 and the Property Services (Regulation) Act 2011. Others derive from substantial changes in practice and procedure such as the new pre-contract investigation of title system introduced by the Law Society from 1st January 2019. The new Conditions of Sale 2019 Edition and Requisitions on Title 2019 Edition, which implement the new system, are fully analysed and discussed. This book remains the absolutely essential reference work for solicitors and other professionals concerned with conveyancing in Ireland.

Prof JCW Wylie has been the leading author on Irish land and conveyancing law for forty years. He has acted as a consultant for many years to the Law Societies in both parts of Ireland and he led the Department of Justice and Law Reform Commission Joint Project on the reform of land and conveyancing law, which resulted in the enactment of the Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Act 2009. He has been an external examiner for Irish universities and the King's Inns for many years and a consultant to A&L Goodbody since 1993. Una Woods is currently a lecturer in the University of Limerick, specialising in Land Law.

9781847661616

Oct-19 | Hardback | 600pp | £255 / £188

Readership: Lawyers, solicitors and conveyancers

Jurisdiction: Ireland

Irish Conveyancing Precedents

Founding Editor: Mary Laffoy
Consultant Editor: JCW Wylie
Editor: Margaret Walsh

This comprehensive and authoritative collection of conveyancing precedents should be on the desk of every solicitor and barrister who handles conveyancing transactions. Self-contained and fully annotated, its complete coverage ranges from the simplest transaction to the most complex commercial lease. Subscribers automatically receive a comprehensive updating issue at least once a year. The essential coverage includes agency/attorney, building schemes, conveyancing in sale, deeds, easements, exchanges, family arrangements, guarantees and indemnities, plus much more. Updates are charged for on publication.

9781845928490

Looseleaf

€1375 / £1235

Readership: Conveyancing practitioners

Jurisdiction: Ireland
CRIMINAL LAW

Corporate Crime
Shelley Horan
9781847665522
Mar-11 | Hardback | 1856pp
€220 / £165
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Criminal Legislation in Ireland
Third Edition
Lynn O’Sullivan
Consolidates the most important and frequently-utilised pieces of criminal legislation and facilitates easy reference to recent pieces of legislation, as well as incorporating amendments to older Acts. Included in this edition are:
- Criminal Justice (Victims of Crime Act) 2017
- Criminal Justice (Offences relating to Information Systems) Act 2017
- Criminal Justice Act 2017
- Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act 2017
- Domestic Violence Act 2018
Lynn O’Sullivan is a barrister specialising in criminal law and works for the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions. 9781526509017
Mar-19 | Paperback | 1920pp | €185 / £140
Readership: Criminal lawyers (both barristers and solicitors) and students
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Drug Offences in Ireland
Garnet Orange
9781907325076
Apr-10 | Paperback | 196pp
€95 / £73
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

A Guide to Expert Witness Evidence
NEW TITLE
Mark Tottenham and Emma Prendergast with Ciaran Joyce and Hugh Madden
Provides an introduction to expert witness evidence, aimed at both lawyers and potential expert witnesses. Topics covered include an overview of the Irish legal system both civil and criminal, different types of quasi-judicial tribunals and arbitration/mediation procedures. It explains who can be an expert witness, the scope of evidence given by expert witnesses and the function and duty of expert witnesses. A key part of the book examines the role of the expert in a pre trial context, including report writing, as well as the expert giving evidence in court. It then examines experts in various contexts, e.g. in the commercial court, in a criminal trial, medical experts, engineering experts, in a local authority context and family law. Mark Tottenham and Emma Prendergast are barristers-at-law. Ciaran Joyce is a knowledge lawyer with A&L Goodbody. Hugh Madden is an artist, formerly a barrister. 9781847667175
May-19 | Paperback | 350pp | €175 / £127
Readership: Lawyers and professionals giving evidence in court
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Irish Criminal Law
ONLINE PRODUCT
See page 6 for more information

Misuse of Drugs: Criminal Offences and Penalties
Martin McDonnell
Consultant Editor: Paul McDermott
9781847663146
Oct-10 | Hardback | 520pp
€205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
National Security Law in Ireland

Eoin O’Connor
Consultant Editor: Michael Lynn SC

Addresses national security law in the context of the criminal trial, examining the use of informers, surveillance and interception, and national security law issues outside the criminal context.

National security law is becoming increasingly relevant in the fields of immigration and asylum law and media law in that it can affect newspapers’ ability to publish stories which concern national security issues. Therefore this book, as well as dealing with criminal law, also covers a broader panoply of subjects of interest to lawyers and the layperson.

Eoin O’Connor was called to the Bar of Ireland in 2008 and has been practising since. He has completed a PhD in Trinity College Dublin.

9781784519162
Jan-19 | Hardback | 392pp
€175 / £140

Readership: Practising barristers and solicitors, legal academics, undergraduate and postgraduate law students
Jurisdiction: Ireland

DICTIONARY

Murdoch and Hunt’s Dictionary of Irish Law

Sixth Edition
Brian Hunt
9781780438955
Sep-16 | Hardback | 1920pp
€165 / £127

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

ONLINE PRODUCT

Murdoch and Hunt’s Encyclopedia of Irish Law

See page 10 for more information

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Arthur Cox Employment Law Yearbook 2018

Arthur Cox Employment Law Group

‘This book ticks all the boxes for lawyers specialising in employment law or for HR professionals or trade-union officials who need to reference the area.’ (review of a previous edition) Law Society Gazette

This annual Irish publication contains selected case notes and materials relevant to employment law. Practitioners need to be up to date and this annual publication provides that service. Practitioners are kept up to date by having access to the most prominent and important cases and legislation pertaining to the previous 12 months. Included in this year’s edition is a new chapter on sexual harassment, written by Dee Masters, Barrister of Cloisters Chambers in the UK.

Comprises of:
Irish law: decisions of the superior courts, Labour Court, Equality Tribunal, Employment Appeals Tribunal and the Workplace Relations Commission etc;
Irish legislation and statutory instruments;
EU law: decisions of the Court of Justice of the European Communities and relevant Directives/Regulations;
Other material such as Annual Reports of employment bodies.
Written by a team of expert authors from the Arthur Cox Employment Law Group.
9781526506627
Feb-19 | Paperback | 792pp
€99 / £76

Readership: Lawyers, trade unionists, HR personnel, companies, public sector and students
Jurisdiction: Ireland

The Special Criminal Court: Practice and Procedure

Alice Harrison
Consultant Editors: Úna Ni Raifeartaigh and Michael Bowman SC

Compiles procedural and evidential rules in a coherent and accessible way together with a comprehensive analysis of the offences typically tried before the Special Criminal Court. In light of the fact that the Special Criminal Court is a creature of statute, the procedural rules are extraordinarily specific. This title sets these out in a comprehensive and articulate manner so that they are accessible and useful to the practitioner. A relevant body of case law that has built up over the years is examined including decisions of the Irish courts as well as relevant decisions of the European Court of Human Rights.

Alice Harrison BL is a barrister who lectures in Maynooth University in criminal law, Úna Ni Raifeartaigh is a High Court Judge and Michael Bowman is an eminent Senior Counsel.
9781780439068
Mar-19 | Hardback | 464pp
€195 / £150

Readership: Criminal barristers, solicitors, judges, students, academics
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Police Powers in Ireland

Garnet Orange

9781780434773
Jan-14 | Hardback | 496pp
€195 / £144

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

IRISH LAW

To place an order call +44 (0) 1444 416119 | Visit www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
**Civil Service Regulation**  
Brian Gallagher and Cathy Maguire  
9781847665515  
May-11 | Paperback | 494pp  
€135 / £104  
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

**Compensation on Dismissal: Employment Law and Practice**  
Ercus Stewart and Nicola Dunleavy  
9781904480815  
Dec-07 | Paperback | 500pp  
€145 / £104  
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

**Disciplinary Procedures in the Statutory Professions** NEW EDITION  
Second Edition  
Simon Mills SC and Colm Scott-Byrne  
Various disciplinary and regulatory bodies have different rules, powers and procedures, even while sharing a basic legal framework. This book allows a practitioner who is appearing before such a body to properly prepare their case by setting out what powers the body has, what evidence it can hear, the form the procedure will take, whether they can call witnesses, what sanctions it can impose, etc.  
This book was the first title to consider the specific question of the regulation of statutory professions in Ireland. It is written by barristers experienced in the field of professional regulatory law and it deals with both the principles and practice of statutory professional conduct proceedings.  
The book considers professions that are under statutory regulation, including architects, surveyors, teachers, pharmacists, health and social care professionals and accountants.  
Simon Mills is a Senior Counsel specialising in medical law and in particular clinical negligence, professional regulatory law, mental capacity and coroners’ inquests. Colm Scott-Byrne BBL (NUI), LLM (Dub). is a practising barrister who specialises in professional regulation and medical law.  
9781526508522  
May-19 | Hardback | 704pp | €215 / £182  
Readership: Barristers, solicitors, those who specialise in regulatory or employment law, judges, relevant professional regulatory bodies  
Jurisdiction: Ireland  
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

**Employment Law**  
Second Edition  
Ailbhe Murphy  
Consultant Editor: Maeve Regan  
9781847663764  
Mar-17 | Hardback | 1592pp | €265 / £196  
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

**Equality Law in the Workplace**  
Alastair Purdy  
9781780432519  
Aug-15 | Paperback | 426pp | €170 / £123  
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

**Irish Employment Law**  
See page 7 for more information

**Redmond on Dismissal Law**  
Third Edition  
Desmond Ryan  
9781780434988  
Nov-17 | Hardback | 736pp | €225 / £188  
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

**Strikes: An Essential Guide to Industrial Action and the Law**  
Mary Redmond and Tom Mallon  
9781847665485  
Jul-10 | Paperback | 394pp  
€185 / £142  
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Alastair Purdy  
9781847667205  
Mar-11 | Paperback | 464pp  
€180 / £138  
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

**EU LAW**

**Ipso Factos: EU Law**  
Emma Barry  
9781780436791  
Nov-14 | Paperback | 232pp | €35 / £27  
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
EVIDENCE

Evidence in Criminal Trials
Fourth Edition
Liz Heffernan

Covers the vast majority of issues addressed in law school courses on evidence. It is the only evidence title that deals with international developments regarding criminal evidence and electronic disclosure and is written by one of the leading academics in this field.

Evidence comprises the rules which govern the presentation of facts and proof in proceedings before a court. It is a subject of enormous importance to both practitioners and students. Since the first edition was published, important judicial decisions have been handed down in each of the areas covered in the book. The second edition deals with these decisions and with legislative changes. It also contains a new chapter on European criminal evidence.

Liz Heffernan has been teaching evidence in Irish law schools since 2001 and has published nationally and internationally on the subject.

9781526511454
Sep-20  |  Hardback  |  992pp  |
€205 / £158

Readership: Students and academics and any institution or organisation specialising in criminal justice and the criminal trial process

Jurisdiction: Ireland

FAMILY LAW

Children’s Rights in Ireland
Ursula Kilkelly

The text will be of interest to all those working in the Irish legal system, the criminal legal system in particular, as well as to policy-makers and those studying more general issues related to matters of trial, adjudication and fact-finding in various contexts. It is fully updated to take account of all legislative and case law developments.

Professor Caroline Fennell, BCL (NUI), LLM (Osgood), BL, PhD (Wales), is Professor of Law at University College Cork.

9781526504890
Oct-19  |  Paperback  |  512pp  |
€185 / £142

Readership: Barristers, solicitors, students

Jurisdiction: Ireland

Irish Family Law Handbook
Fifth Edition
Deirdre Kennedy and Elizabeth Maguire

9781784515874
May-16  |  Paperback  |  736pp  |
€175 / £135

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
Northern Ireland Social Work Law

Second Edition

Ciaran White

A unique and practical book for lawyers, social workers and social work students in Northern Ireland. Covering all areas of the law relating to social work practice, this title advises and guides, and clearly presents the vital legislative information in a clear and user-friendly style. Comprehensive and fully cross-referenced, Northern Ireland Social Work Law is an essential book for busy legal practitioners and health care professionals alike.

Contents: Introduction to the Legal System; Accountability; Litigation and the Trial Process; Equality Law; Criminal Justice System; Child Protection; Children’s Services; Adoption and Fostering; Law of Relationship Breakdown; Community Care Law; Mental Health Law.

Ciaran White is Senior Lecturer in Law at the University of Ulster, Jordanstown and a barrister qualified to practice in both Ireland and Northern Ireland.

9781847663689
Aug-19 | Paperback | 600pp | £78 / €78
Readership: Social work and community youth work students and professionals and their legal advisers
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Refugee and Asylum Law in Ireland

NEW TITLE

Tim O’Connor

This new title is structured around the International Protection Act 2015, which is a restatement of the law that has built up around the Refugee Act 1996 over the past two decades. It offers detailed commentary on practice and procedure in this area and provides analysis of international protection law and guidance on how it applies in Ireland. It also covers areas like appealing to the International Protection Appeals Tribunal and how to challenge its decisions.

Tim O’Connor is a barrister who has been practising in the area for 15 years, primarily as a member of the Attorney General’s panel of counsel defending judicial review cases.

9781784516628
Aug-19 | Hardback | 400pp | £195 / €150
Readership: Barristers and solicitors, judges, academics, students.
Jurisdiction: Ireland

The UN Human Rights Treaty System: Law and Procedure

Suzanne Egan

9781847661098
Jul-11 | Paperback | 550pp | £145 / €104

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Information Technology Law

Information Technology Law in Ireland

Second Edition

Denis Kelleher and Karen Murray

9781845921118
Oct-07 | Paperback | 488pp | £175 / €135

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com


Laura Cahill and Sonya Dixon

9781780432045
Jun-13 | Paperback | 338pp | £175 / €135

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

HUMAN RIGHTS

International Human Rights: Perspectives from Ireland

Suzanne Egan

9781780439693
Oct-15 | Paperback | 464pp | £165 / €123

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Ireland and the European Convention on Human Rights: 60 Years and Beyond

Suzanne Egan, Liam Thornton and Judy Walsh

9781780434728
Oct-14 | Hardback | 428pp | £235 / €181

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
The law in Ireland regarding causes of action involving the internet is a rapidly growing area of law and litigation. This book looks at issues such as defamation, data protection, e-commerce and intellectual property. It examines key pieces of legislation such as the EU General Data Protection Regulation and Defamation Act 2009; forthcoming legislation such as the Harmful Digital Communications Act; and the EU ePrivacy Regulation, which aims to ensure stronger privacy rules for all electronic communications.

Michael O'Doherty BA, BL is a practising barrister.

9781526508010
Nov-19 | Hardback | 688pp
€195 / £150

Readership: Solicitors, in-house counsel (IT/media/tech companies), barristers, judges, academics, students, government bodies, tech companies

Jurisdiction: Ireland and EU

Privacy and Data Protection Law in Ireland

Third Edition

Denis Kelleher

“Kelleher’s work is rightly considered the most comprehensive reference book for Irish privacy and data protection practitioners ... At a time when individuals are becoming more aware of privacy rights and their ability to personally vindicate them, this update is particularly timely.” John O’Brien, Law Society Gazette (review of previous edition).

This book provides a comprehensive guide to the effects of GDPR and the Data Protection Act 2018 in Ireland.

Denis Kelleher BCL, LLB, Barrister-at-Law, is the Head of Privacy EMEA for LinkedIn.

9781526508140
Aug-19 | Paperback | 632pp
€175 / £140

Readership: Solicitors, barristers, compliance professionals

Jurisdiction: Ireland

Technology and IP Law

Mark Hyland (The Law Society of Ireland)

9781847660947
Aug-08 | Paperback | 350pp
€120 / £92

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Insolvency Law

Joanne Wright

9781847661043
Nov-09 | Paperback | 350pp
€120 / £92

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Personal Insolvency Law

James Burke and Amanda-Jayne Comyn

9781847664860
Jan-14 | Paperback | 442pp
€185 / £142

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
Summary Judgment in Ireland: Principles and Defences
Second Edition
Pat J Barrett

This book enables practitioners to research the current principles guiding the court’s jurisdiction in this area and to identify defences which they might employ to defeat applications for summary judgment.

It looks into the compatibility of summary judgment procedure with the ECHR; the unfair terms in the Consumer Contract Directive and its impact for summary judgment applications and the enforcement of solicitors’ undertakings in applications for summary judgment.

Pat Barrett graduated from University College Cork in 2006 with a Bachelor of Civil Law degree and Law and Irish and was called to the Bar in 2007. He is currently practising on the Cork circuit, specialising in commercial, property and employment law.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW

EU Data Protection Law
NEW TITLE
Denis Kelleher and Karen Murray

Offers a comprehensive analysis of data protection law in the European Union focusing on the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). The book addresses the scope and jurisdiction of the GDPR, transfers outside the European Union, the principles of data protection, the lawfulness of processing and the processing of special categories of data.

The book analyses the rights of the data subject including: Rights to information; Access; Rectification; Erasure (right to be forgotten); Restriction; Portability; Object;ion. It examines in detail the role and responsibilities of controllers and processors together with governance (including the Data Protection Officer) and risk (data protection by design and default, the Data Protection Impact Assessment, data security and the notification of subjects). The role of supervisory authorities, the European Data Protection Board and enforcement mechanisms such as fines and other liabilities and penalties are also explored. Other relevant directives are discussed together with appropriate case law.

Denis Kelleher GIPP-E, BCL (NUl), LLB (NUl), barrister-at-Law (King’s Inns), is a Senior Legal Counsel in the Legal Division of the Central Bank of Ireland. Karen Murray BA (NUl), LLB (NUl), LLM (QUB), Barrister-at-Law (King’s Inns), is a barrister and lecturer in law at the National College of Ireland, Dublin.

A Guide to Trade Mark Law and Practice in Ireland
Helen Johnson

9781847667168
Jul-11 | Paperback | 565pp
€145 / £112

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Intellectual Property and IT Law
See page 5 for more information

Intellectual Property Law in Ireland
Fourth Edition
Robert Clark, Shane Smyth and Niamh Hall

9781780435411
Nov-16 | Hardback | 1176pp
€255 / £188

Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Irish Copyright and Design Law
Robert Clark

This looseleaf service ensures you are fully up-to-date with design and copyright law in Ireland.

There are two updating issues each year, charged for on publication. Each issue will reflect, analyse, and clearly present everything that you need to know - new and amended legislation, key cases, significant judgments, offences, plus much more. The sections of the looseleaf are as follows:

• Overview
• Types of Works
• General Law
• Special Cases
• Types of Rights
• Civil Procedure
• Copyright and the Internet
• Registrable Designs – Law and Procedure
• Registrable Designs – Ownership and Dealings
• Infringements and Offences
• Remedies
• Legislation

9781845928377
Looseleaf
€700 / £630
Readership: IP practitioners
Jurisdiction: Ireland

To place an order call +44 (0) 1444 416119 | Visit www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

To place an order call +44 (0) 1444 416119 | Visit www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
LEGAL SYSTEMS

Byrne and McCutcheon on the Irish Legal System
Sixth Edition
Raymond Byrne, Paul McCutcheon, Claire Bruton and Ger Coffey
9781780435008
Oct-14 | Paperback | 1072pp | €99 / £83
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

LICENSING

A Legal Guide to Clubs and Associations in Ireland (NEW EDITION)
Second Edition
Dermot McNamara and Liam Bell
The new edition of this helpful guide assists clubs and associations by providing guidelines on the legal issues which concern them. It helps to ensure compliance with legislation and advises how exposure to accident claims can be minimised. It suggests ways to protect the committee and trustees from being held personally liable for activities carried out by them on behalf of the club. Topics covered include: Licensing; The Role of the Committee; Liability for Accidents; Nuisance caused to Neighbours; Disciplinary Procedures for Members; Employment Law; Equal Status; Taxation and Data Protection.
Dermot McNamara is the principal in the law firm of Dermot F. McNamara & Co. Liam Bell BL is a practising barrister.
9781780438160
Jun-19 | Hardback | 250pp | €145 / £110
Readership: Solicitors, barristers and clubs
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Liquor Licensing Law
Michael McGrath
9781845926175
Dec-01 | Hardback | 1280pp | €200 / £154
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Woods on Liquor Licensing Laws
Fifth Edition
James Woods and Nicola-Jane Andrews
Sets out in detail the practice and procedure requirements relating to an application for a certificate leading to the issue of an intoxicating liquor licence before the Court. There is also a “proofs” checklist section to assist practitioners when bringing applications before the Court. All updated statutory requirements are set out along with the relevant court rules which must be followed. There is an extensive precedents section and a section dealing with the grant of licences that do not require a Court certificate, which includes practical information to assist practitioners in advising clients on the character and nature of such licences and Revenue requirements leading to the grant of same.
James Woods entered the civil service in 1959 as a Customers Officer, joined the District Court Service in 1963 and retired in 2002 as Chief Clerk of the Limerick District Court Office having qualified as a Barrister in 1985. Nicola-Jane Andrews BL has been practising licensing law for circa 14 years and lectures all over in Ireland on the subject.
9781526511591
Oct-19 | Hardback | 752pp | €195 / £173
Readership: Lawyers (mostly smaller firms), gardaí, local authorities, hospitality sector, hospitality students
Jurisdiction: Ireland

LITIGATION

Ancillary Discovery
David O’Neill
9781847664853
Nov-09 | Hardback | 300pp | €205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

ONLINE PRODUCT

Irish Civil Litigation
See page 5 for more information

The Law on Res Judicata and Double Jeopardy
Paul A McDermott SC
9781845926427
Dec-99 | Hardback | 356pp | €180 / £135
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
Mareva Injunctions and Related Interlocutory Orders
Thomas B. Courtney
9781845926199
Dec-98 | Hardback | 630pp
€185 / £135
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Practice and Procedure in the Superior Courts
NEW EDITION
Third Edition
Benedict Ó Floinn SC
Comprises the fully consolidated and updated text of the rules that govern procedure in the Supreme Court, Court of Criminal Appeal, High Court and Central Criminal Court in Ireland. It is essential for any litigation lawyer whose practice is based in any or all of those courts. These rules are set out in SI 15/1986, which has been extensively amended over the past 33 years.
Each rule is accompanied by user-friendly commentaries and details of the reported and unreported decisions of the courts in both Ireland and Northern Ireland, practice directions and legislative references. Detailed appendices set out the relevant forms, deeds etc. that are regularly required in Superior Court proceedings.
Benedict Ó Floinn is one of Ireland's leading barristers and has been practising at the Irish Bar for over 20 years.
9781780434650
Jun-19 | Hardback | 2000pp | €275 / £212
Readership: Barristers, solicitors, in-house counsel, judges and registrars
Jurisdiction: Ireland

Prison Law
Mary Rogan
9781780434711
Sep-14 | Hardback | 462pp | €205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAW
Rating Law in Ireland
Patrick Butler
9781847668974
Nov-11 | Paperback | 240pp
€165 / £123
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

MEDIA LAW
The Law of Advertising in Ireland
Patrick Ambrose
9781780438436
Jul-15 | Hardback | 752pp
€215 / £168
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com

Media Law in Ireland
NEW EDITION
Second Edition
Eoin Carolan and Ailbhe O'Neill
Provides a comprehensive overview of one of the most dynamic and rapidly changing areas of the law and explains the legal complexities involved in the wide range of media platforms in a clear and accessible manner.
Among the developments covered are the changes to the law on media ownership, the evolution of the law on contempt and the developing case law on privacy and defamation law.
Eoin Carolan is a senior lecturer at University College Dublin and an expert in Irish constitutional law, administrative law and media law. Ailbhe O'Neill is an Assistant Professor at Trinity College Dublin, and is a lecturer in media law, Corporate Governance and Corporate Insolvency Law in Trinity’s LLM Programme.
9781784518004
Feb-19 | Paperback | 450pp | €195 / £150
Readership: Solicitors, and barristers who practice in the area of media law, postgraduate students, media professionals
Jurisdiction: Ireland

MEDICAL LAW
Medical Law in Ireland
Third Edition
Simon Mills SC and Andrea Mulligan
9781847669506
Sep-17 | Hardback | 696pp
€195 / £150
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessional.com

Medical Negligence and Childbirth
Doireann O'Mahony
9781780438030
Nov-15 | Paperback | 336pp
€205 / £158
Find out more at www.bloomsburyprofessionalireland.com
**Mental Health Law**

**Legal Capacity: A Guide to Irish Capacity Law and Assisted Decision-Making**

Anna Hynes

This book examines current Irish capacity law in detail; it covers recent developments in the area, including the ratification of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities by Ireland in 2018.

The second part of the book covers the Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act 2015. It sets out the background to the Act with a description of the EU cases and conventions that shaped it and provides a guide to the legislation, including comparative analysis and relevant case law from other jurisdictions, to guide practitioners as to how the legislation is likely to be applied in practice.

Anna Hynes is a partner with St John Solicitors, Dublin.

9781784518493

Nov-19 | Paperback | 344pp | €175 / £135

Readership: Solicitors, barristers, government departments, advisory bodies who deal with the incapacitated and the elderly

Jurisdiction: Ireland

---

**PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL LAW**

**Energy Law**

Diane Balding

Within a legal context and having regard to climate change and security of energy supply, this book defines energy, identifies its sources and examines its associated networks and categorises the sources of energy law in Ireland.

It also scrutinises the legal aspects of the constituent elements of energy projects both renewable and non-renewable. In addition, the book explores all issues that are peripheral but necessary adjuncts to an energy project for example, economics of energy, competition law and dispute resolution.

Diane Balding is a solicitor.

9781847667113

May-20 | Hardback | 1200pp | €195 / £163

Readership: Legal practitioners, students, energy sector professionals, academics – both in Ireland and the EU

Jurisdiction: Ireland

---

**Irish Planning and Development Acts: Consolidated and Annotated**

A&L Goodbody

9781784517878

Oct-17 | Paperback | 574pp | €320 / £275

Readership: Planning practitioners

Jurisdiction: Ireland

---

**Irish Planning Law**
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